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If you are a nursing home operator, I suspect you'd cringe when you hear about
Medicare's list of Special Focus Facilities. Special Focus Facilities (SFF) are
nursing homes identifed by Medicare that have a pattern of problems related to
poor patient care.
Earning a spot on the SFF list really should be a major wake up call for the
facilities to quickly improve patient care or risk losing funding from Medicare
and Medicaid--- the primary source of all nursing home funding. Put another
way: improve your care or go out of business.
Oak Manor Healthcare & Rehabilitation Center, a Florida Nursing Home, is the
latest facility to be named to this dismal list. The SFF designation for Oak
Manor comes after ofcials inspected the facility and discovered dangerous
conditions such as: unsupervised smoking and broken call bells for patients to
alert staf of problems.
Oak Manor joins fve other Florida nursing homes on the Special Focus Facility
List. Hopefully the designation of Oak Manor as one of the poorer performers
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will be an impetuous for change at the facility from management as well as
from patient families.
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